
Kerberos
Distributed authentication using 

KDCs and Ticket Granting Tickets



Distributed authentication service
Allows a process (a client) running on behalf of a 
    principal (a user) to prove its identity to a 
    verifier (an application server, or just server) 
    without sending data across the network that might allow an  
    attacker or the verifier to subsequently impersonate the 
    principal. 

Optionally provides integrity and confidentiality for data sent between 
the client and server.  Uses 3DES in CBC for encryption. 

Uses a modied Needham-Schroeder protocol

Athena Project Influenced: 
   Active Directory – a directory service
   LDAP – maintains distributed directory services
   Instant Messaging
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Kerberos Consortium
Sponsors:
   Centrify Corporation, Columbia University, Cornell University,
   U.S. Department of Defense (DoD), Fidelity Investments,
   Iowa State University, MIT, Michigan State University, Microsoft,
   MITRE Corporation, Morgan-Stanley, NASA, NetApp,
   Nippon Telephone and Telegraph (NTT), Oracle, US Office of 
   the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC),  
   Penn State University, Red Hat, TeamF1, Inc., University of Alaska,
   University of Michigan, University of Pennsylvania.

Microsoft Windows: 
   Kerberos is the default and preferred authentication method.
   But it does not use the MIT software.
   NTLAN used if client and server are not in same trusted environment

Unix and Others:
   Supported by FreeBSD, OpenBSD, MacOS, Red Hat, Solaris, AIX,
   HP-UX, All flavors of Linux, and many others
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All principals share a secret password (or key) with the 
kerberos server and this enables principals to verify that the 
messages from the kerberos server are authentic. 
   

Thus, trusting the kerberos server, users and services can 
authenticate each other.
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Applications must be “kerberized” to work with Kerberos
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Caddr - Address of Client
KC - Secret key of Client known to Authenticating Server
KV - Secret key of Server known to Authenticating Server
KCV - Session key for secure Client/Server communication
TCV - Ticket issued for Client to send to Server 
           contains: KCV, timestamp, lifetime, Caddr

IPs - IP addresses where the ticket can be used 

KC is obtained from Principal's password using a hash
or key scheduling algorithm

KV is chosen randomly

{Q}K means quantities Q are encrypted with key K



Kerberos
Principals use tickets to prove that they are who they claim to be. 
Example: Client (C) wishes to use service provided by a Server (V).

User logs into Client with 
username and password

Client transforms password
into a key KC using a hash  
or some key scheduling alg 

1. The Client sends a ticket request [Caddr, Vaddr, lifetime, IPs] to the   
    Authentication Server (AS)

    From: http://www.kerberos.org/software/tutorial.html 
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http://www.kerberos.org/software/tutorial.html
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    AS checks that both C and V are in its database, if so it continues
    AS creates session key KCV, a random number
    AS creates a ticket TCV = [KCV, IPs, time, lifetime, Caddr, Vaddr]   
    IPs, Caddr, and Vaddr come from the Client's request

2. AS sends the following to the Client:
       {{TCV}KV, Vaddr, time, KCV, lifetime}KC

    The lifetime may be less than that requested by the client  
    Client uses KC to decrypt.
    Client then has session key KCV, TCV encrypted
    Client creates an authenticator consisting of:
        Caddr, time from Kerberos, and a nonce encrypted
    as follows:

                      {Caddr, time, nonce}KCV. 
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3. The Client sends the following to the Server:
              [{Caddr, time, nonce}KCV, {TCV}KV] 
    The Server decrypts {TCV}KV using the Server's key KV. 
    The Server gets the session key KCV from TCV.

    The Server uses KCV to decrypt the authenticator.

    The Server checks the time in TCV with the time in the 
        authenticator

    The Server checks Caddr in the TCV with Caddr in the
       authenticator

    If everything matches, the Server considers the Client to be 
       properly authenticated.
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4. Mutual Authentication (Optional)
    The Server extracts the Client's time from the authenticator
    and returns it to the Client encrypted with session key as 
    follows: 
          {time}KCV

    The Server was able to decrypt the authenticator
    So, if the Kerberos Server (AS) is OK,  the Server must 
    be OK since its secret key was used to decrypt the
    authenticator.



Obtaining additional tickets:

   Cache tickets and encryption keys (collectively called 
   credentials) that will work for a limited period (typically 
   about 8 hours). 

   When a user first logs in, an authentication request is issued 
   and a ticket and session key for a Ticket Granting Service is   
   returned by the Authentication Server. 

   The response is decrypted, the Ticket Granting Ticket and 
   session key are saved, and the user's password is forgotten.

   Subsequently, when user wishes to prove its identity to a new 
   server, a new ticket is requested from the Authentication 
   Server using the ticket granting exchange. 
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Obtaining additional tickets:

   The ticket granting exchange is identical to the authentication 
   exchange except that the ticket granting request has embedded 
   within it an application request, authenticating the client to the 
   Authentication Server, and the ticket granting response is 
   encrypted using the session key from the ticket granting ticket,  
   rather than the user's password.

   Let KCG be the session key for communication between the
   Client and the Ticket Granting Server.

   Let KT be the secret key that is shared between the Ticket
   Granting Server and the Authentication Server. 
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1. To AS: [Caddr, Vaddr, lifetime, IPs]   - 1 and 2. Only on first login
    AS produces TGT = [Caddr, TGSaddr, IPs, time, lifetime, KCG]

2. From AS: [{TGT}KT, {Vaddr, time, lifetime, KCG}KC]
    Client produces Auth = {Caddr, time}KCG 

3. To TGS: [{TGT}KT, Vaddr, lifetime, Auth]
    TGS produces new ticket TCV = [Caddr, Vaddr, IPs, time, lifetime, KCV]

4. From TGS: [{KCV, Vaddr, time, lifetime, nonce}KCG, {TCV}KV]

5. To Server: [{Caddr, time, nonce}KCV, {TCV}KV]

6. From Server: [{time}KCV] (optional mutual authentication) 
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Analysis:
   Kerberos must be integrated with other parts of the system. 

   Does not protect all messages sent between two computers:
   only protects the messages from software that has been written 
   or modified to use it. 

   While it may be used to exchange encryption keys when 
   establishing encryption/decryption on each communication line 
   and network level security services, this would require changes
   to the network software of the hosts involved. 

   Kerberos does not itself provide authorization, but V5 Kerberos 
   passes authorization information generated by other services. In 
   this manner, Kerberos can be used as a base for building 
   separate distributed authorization services 
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Attacks:
   Password Guessing
     Not effective against password guessing attacks; if a user 
     chooses a poor password, then an attacker guessing that 
     password can impersonate the user.

   Post Password Theft
     Kerberos requires a trusted path through which passwords are
     entered. If the user enters a password to a program that has 
     already been modified by an attacker (a Trojan horse), or if the 
     path between the user and the initial authentication program 
     can be monitored, then an attacker may obtain sufficient 
     information to impersonate the user. 
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Attacks:
   Impersonating Client (C)
     An impostor, M, could steal the authenticator and the ticket as 
     it is transmitted across the network, and use them to impersonate
     C. The address in the ticket and the authenticator was added to 
     make it more difficult to perform this attack. To succeed M will
     have to either use the same machine as C or fake the source 
     addresses of the packets. By including the time stamp in the 
     authenticator, M does not have much time in which to mount 
     the attack.

   Impersonating Server (V)
     Imposter M can masquerade V's network address, and when C
     sends its credentials, M just pretends to verify them. C can't be 
     sure that it is not talking to M.
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Defenses:
   Replay Cache (in Kerberos v.5)
     Save the authenticators sent during the last few minutes, so that
     V can detect when someone is trying to re-transmit an already 
     used message. Somewhat impractical (mostly regarding efficiency).

   Mutual Authentication
     To authenticate V, C requests V send something back that 
     proves V has access to the session key.  Example: checksum 
     that C sent as part of authenticator plus 1.

   Message Integrity and Confidentiality  
     Session key used to add cryptographic checksums to the 
     messages sent between C and V.  Encryption can also be 
     added.  This is probably the best approach in all cases.
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